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7.1.5 - Green campus initiatives include   

7.1.5.1 - The institutional initiatives for greening the campus are as follows: 

1. Restricted entry of automobiles  

2. Use of bicycles/ Battery-powered vehicles 

3. Pedestrian-friendly pathways 

4. Ban on use of plastic 

5. Landscaping 

 

1. Restricted entry of automobiles: The institute’s compound is surrounded by three gates. In 

each gate the entry is highly restricted.  

 

 

2. Use of bicycles/Battery-powered vehicles: The institute is located in the centre of the city 

with road network.  Thus students and commuters have plenty of availability of public 

transport: buses, autos etc. The students have free bus pass and pass at concessional rate 

facility enabling commutation from their place to the institute. Hence, use of personal vehicles 

inside the campus is minimal or almost nil, this keeps campus free of air pollutants.  
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3. Pedestrian-friendly pathways: The entire landscape of the institute is scientific and well 

planned. The different departments, library, canteen, health centre or the hostel located in the 

campus are connected by the pedestrian pathways.  

 

 

4. Ban on use of the Plastics: The institute’s campus is completely free of plastics. As the 

institute campus is shared by both Arts and Science Colleges, in the prime locations of the 

campus, SAY NO TO PLASTIC banner is placed. These banners alert the students as well as 

teaching and non-teaching fraternity to think seriously before use of the plastics.  

 

 

 



4. Landscaping: The institute has very good landscaping. The campus is big and has good 

green cover with diverse species of plants. Though the campus has huge decade old trees, 

plantation programme is celebrated with planting new saplings and maintaining the plants. 

This year too, about 50 plants have been planted on the campus. 

Plantation by principal and HODs of other Departments 

 

  

  
All the Trees in the campus are labelled with Botanical name and maintained. 

 

 

 

 


